
Vox "Pop"uli Quiz  Simple 1 question post high school IQ test for everyone to pass on to every  neighbor and take.

Question: How ignorant have average middle-class Americans been since 1776?

Well, ask yourself and answer this question: How far can under 1% of the world's population push the rest of us?

Hints: How far have they gotten so far??? Let's start with - of course - The Federal Reserve, WW I, WW II, Cold War,
al-CIA-da, 9/11...and --- running every aspect of our money...world finance and controlling all the monetary values and
supplies of the world - stock markets, booms and busts, the national implementation of a socialist school system designed to
deliberately dumb down generations and impair their critical thinking capability, putting toxic fluoride in the water and
pesticides in the foods, toxic mercury in dental fillings and vaccines, prohibitions and wars on the people, notably the
endless war on drugs - millions of lives imprisoned/ruined - creation of black markets/gangs - at an incredible cost to the
taxpayer, police states in every community, horrendously massive CIA, FBI, and White House corruption, "Patriot" Acts
torching the constitution, monopolies over the mass media, etc... increased "security" or just more *control*?  Soon a staged
deadly [h1n1]-flu pandemic crisis. And, how long have they fooled people into thinking they, the illuminati world banking
family dynasties, such as the House of Rothschild, don't exist? LOL I mean - they've been pushing us and pushing us for the
past century. Now the world's political landscape and economy is being morphed in global WAR - World War III. DOH!
Does this help answer the question about how ignorant the average American has been since the original People's
Revolution against the British oligarchy of 1776?

Circle the right answer below:

A) Pretty savvy, sharp as a whistle, nothing to be concerned about.
B) Pretty dumbed down and acting damn pathetically stupid, needing to wise up and rise up - quick!
C) I'm pretty sure the correct answer is B, although I blissfully wish it was A.

Date: ____(m)/____(d)/20__  Name: __________________ Age: ____ State: ____ Hometown: ________
SSN, Cell Phone, RFID, or Dog Tag #: ________________ (optional)

Print, circle answer, copy for records, and mail to: We The People Group, c/o 911Exposed.com and letsroll911.org,
3001 South Lamar Suite 100, Austin Texas 78701 - more info at http://www.jackblood.com (typed by: Eric Rainbolt)

"The UN is but a long-range, international banking apparatus clearly set up for financial and economic profit by a small group of powerful One-World revolutionaries,

hungry for profit and power." Curtis Dall, FDR's son-in-law quoted in My Exploited Father-in-Law

"Naturally the common people don't want war: Neither in Russia, nor in England, nor for that matter in Germany. That is understood. But, after all, IT IS THE LEADERS of

the country who determine the policy and it is always a simple matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a parliament, or a

communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is TELL THEM THEY ARE BEING

ATTACKED, and denounce the peacemakers for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. IT WORKS THE SAME IN ANY COUNTRY." Hermann Goering,

President of the Reichstag, Nazi Party, and Luftwaffe Commander in Chief

"We must speak the truth about terror. Let us never tolerate outrageous conspiracy theories concerning the attacks of September the 11th, malicious lies that attempt to

shift the blame away from the terrorists themselves, away from the guilty." George W Bush speaking at the UN General Assembly Nov 10 2001 - Is that  why the FBI is still

trying to actively protect the "Privacy Rights" of Osama Bin Laden and his business relationships with the Bush family nearly 4 years after the so-called "terror attacks"?

"The few who understand the system, will either be so interested in its profits, or so dependent on its favors that there will be no opposition from that class, while on the

other hand, the great body of people, mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous advantages...will bear its burden without complaint, and perhaps without

suspecting that the system is inimical [injurious/bloody/deadly] to their best interests." - Rothschild  of London communiqué to associates in New York June 25, 1863

" Take this great power away from the bankers and all great fortunes like mine will disappear, and they ought to disappear, for this would be a better and happier world

to live in. But if you want to continue as the slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your slavery, let them continue to create money [out of thin air!] and to control credit. "

- Sir Joseph Stamp, Old English Banker, 18th century critique of the plans for a New World Order, Novus Ordo Seclorum - A World Without God.

" My People are destroyed by lack of knowledge. " Hosea 4:6
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